In eukaryotic cells, addition of poly(A) tails to transcripts by 3′-end processing/polyadenylation machinery is a critical step in gene expression. The length of the poly(A) tail influences the stability, nuclear export and translation of mRNA transcripts. Control of poly(A) tail length is thus an important mechanism to regulate the abundance and ultimate translation of transcripts. Understanding the global regulation of poly(A) tail length will require dissecting the contributions of enzymes, regulatory factors, and poly(A) binding proteins (Pabs) that all cooperate to regulate polyadenylation. A recent addition to the Pab family is the CCCH-type zinc finger class of Pabs that includes S. cerevisiae Nab2 and its human counterpart, ZC3H14. In S. cerevisiae, Nab2 is an essential nuclear Pab implicated in both poly(A) RNA export from the nucleus and control of poly(A) tail length. Consistent with an important role in regulation of poly(A) tail length, depletion of Nab2 from yeast cells results in hyperadenylation of poly(A) RNA. In this review, we focus on the role of Nab2 in poly(A) tail length control and speculate on potential mechanisms by which Nab2 could regulate poly(A) tail length based on reported physical and genetic interactions. We present models, illustrating how Nab2 could regulate poly(A) tail length by limiting polyadenylation and/or enhancing trimming. Given that mutation of the gene encoding the human Nab2 homologue, ZC3H14, causes a form of autosomal recessive intellectual disability, we also speculate on how mutations in a gene encoding a ubiquitously expressed Pab lead specifically to neurological defects.
RNA binding proteins that regulate the processing, export, translation, and degradation of these mRNAs. Importantly, the mechanisms and factors required for mRNA processing and export are evolutionarily conserved from yeast to humans. Thus, experiments in the yeast model system have contributed significantly to our understanding of mRNA processing and export in higher eukaryotes.
Synthesis of poly(A) tails of the right length by the 3′-end processing and polyadenylation machinery is a particularly critical step in eukaryotic gene expression. In yeast and metazoans, poly(A) RNA binding proteins (Pabs) play a key role in regulating poly(A) tail length (9) . Most Pabs bind specifically to the polyadenosine RNA via an RNA recognition motif (RRM); however, S. cerevisiae Nab2 (nuclear abundant poly(A) RNA binding protein) binds specifically to polyadenosine RNA via a CCCH-type zinc finger domain (10) . Nab2 is therefore the founding member of a novel class of zinc finger Pabs (11) . Critically, mutations in genes encoding ubiquitously expressed Pabs cause human disease. Mutations in the gene encoding the nuclear RRM-containing Pab, PABPN1, cause oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD), while mutations in the gene encoding the human Nab2 homologue, ZC3H14, cause a form of autosomal recessive intellectual disability (ARID) (12, 13) . Proper Pab function and regulation of poly(A) tail length is therefore critical for tissue-specific functions.
As the length of the poly(A) tail impacts the stability, nuclear export, and translation of mRNA transcripts, regulation of poly(A) tail length can control the fate of transcripts. In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the average length of poly(A) tails on polyadenylated RNA transcripts is ~60-80 adenosines, whereas in mammalian cells, the average length is approximately 250 adenosines (9) . Although shorter than normal poly(A) tails are correlated with decreased RNA stability and translation (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) , the consequences of longer than normal tails are unknown. A thorough understanding of poly(A) tail length control thus requires identification of the main protein factors that affect poly(A) tail length and elucidation of mechanism by which these factors alter poly(A) tail length.
The topic of poly(A) tail length control by RRM-containing Pabs has recently been reviewed (9, 19) . Here, we focus primarily on the role of the nuclear zinc finger Pab, Nab2, in the control of poly(A) tail length in S. cerevisiae. Importantly, key aspects of our current understanding of poly(A) tail length control have come from in vitro cleavage and polyadenylation assays using yeast lysate coupled with functional studies of S. cerevisiae mutants. We discuss the function of Nab2 and speculate on the potential mechanisms by which Nab2 could modulate 3′-end processing and the polyadenylation machinery to control poly(A) tail length based on the physical and genetic interactions of Nab2. We also discuss the function of the Drosophila Nab2 counterpart, dNab2, and the human Nab2 counterpart, ZC3H14. Given that mutations in ZC3H14 cause a form of intellectual disability (12) , we comment on how defects in the function of a ubiquitously expressed Pab, ZC3H14, could lead to neurological defects in humans.
Nab2 Structure and Function
The Nab2 protein contains four key domains: an N-terminal domain (residues 1-97), a Qrich domain (residues 104-169), an RGG domain (residues 201-261), and a C-terminal tandem zinc finger domain (residues 262-473) ( Fig. 1) (20, 21) . The N-terminal domain of Nab2, which facilitates poly(A) RNA export, forms a five alpha-helix bundle with a prolinetryptophan-isoleucine (PWI)-like fold (20, 22) . The RGG domain, which is important for nuclear import, mediates interaction with the import receptor, Kap104 (20, (23) (24) (25) . The Qrich domain, which is not essential, has not been ascribed a function (20) . The C-terminal zinc finger domain, which contains seven tandem CCCH-type zinc fingers (ZnF), mediates high affinity binding to polyadenosine RNA (10, 20, 21, 26) . The functionally important Nand C-terminal domains of Nab2 are the best characterized domains and play roles in mRNA export and poly(A) tail length control, respectively.
The N-terminal domain of Nab2 (Nab2-N) is functionally important and critical for poly(A) RNA export in yeast cells (20, 27) . Specifically, nab2-ΔN/nab2-1 mutant cells, which express a nab2 mutant that lacks the N-terminal domain (residues 4-97) as the sole copy of Nab2, exhibit severely impaired growth and significant accumulation of bulk poly(A) RNA in the nucleus (20, 27) . In addition, nab2-ΔN cells also show extended poly(A) tails on bulk RNA, suggesting that Nab2-N may play a role in restriction of poly(A) tail length (26) . Alternatively, the longer poly(A) RNA tails in nab2-ΔN cells may reflect an indirect effect of the block to mRNA export which could give rise to increased nuclear residence time and thus hyperadenylation of transcripts. The N-terminal domain of Nab2 (Nab2-N) physically interacts with two key nuclear pore-associated proteins, Mlp1 and Gfd1 (22, (28) (29) (30) (31) . One face of Nab2-N directly interacts with the large myosin-like platform protein, Mlp1, which localizes to the nuclear side of the nuclear pore complex (NPC) and functions in pre-mRNA retention (22,32-34) ( Fig. 1 & 2) . A second face of Nab2-N directly interacts with the small coiled-coil protein, Gfd1, which localizes to the cytoplasmic face of the nuclear pore and helps to facilitate mRNP disassembly (29,31,35) ( Fig. 1 & 2 ). Nab2 may therefore bind to Mlp1 to concentrate properly processed mRNAs at the nuclear side of the pore for nuclear export and bind to Gfd1 to tether the mRNP at the cytoplasmic face of the pore for disassembly (28) (29) (30) (31) .
The essential C-terminal CCCH-type zinc finger (ZnF) domain of Nab2 is a novel polyadenosine RNA binding domain that specifically recognizes polyadenosine RNA and plays an important role in the regulation of poly(A) tail length (10, 20, 21, 26, 36) . Biochemical and genetic analyses of the seven zinc fingers of the Nab2 ZnF domain have revealed that ZnF5-7 are necessary and sufficient for high affinity binding to polyadenosine RNA (20, 26) . Critically, cells expressing nab2 ZnF domain mutants, nab2-21 (ΔZnF6-7), nab2-C437S (C437S in ZnF6), or nab2-C 5-7 →A (C415A, C437A, & C458A in ZnF5-7) as the sole copy of Nab2 exhibit cold-sensitive growth and poly(A) RNA with extended poly(A) tails (26, 36) . Notably, nab2-C 5-7 →A cells do not show nuclear accumulation of poly(A) RNA at 16°C, but nab2-21 cells do exhibit nucleolar accumulation of poly(A) RNA at 14°C (26, 36) , indicating that further study is required to decipher how Nab2 interconnects with polyadenylation and poly(A) RNA export. As the nab2 ZnF mutant, nab2-C437S, shows reduced binding to polyadenosine RNA in vitro (10), impairment of Nab2 interaction with poly(A) RNA is correlated with the longer poly(A) tail phenotype observed in these nab2 ZnF mutant cells (10, 26, 37) . The combined data on Nab2 structure and function thus indicate that Nab2 binds to the poly(A) tails of transcripts during their polyadenylation via the C-terminal ZnF domain and then facilitates targeting of these transcripts to the nuclear pore for nuclear export via the N-terminal PWI-like domain ( Fig. 1 ).
Nab2, mRNA Processing/Export, and Poly(A) Tail Length Control
Throughout mRNA biogenesis, RNA processing steps are intimately coupled to one another through RNA binding proteins. Nab2 is one of several factors that contribute to this coupling of RNA processing steps. Nab2 facilitates targeting of mRNA transcripts to the nuclear pore for export via the nuclear pore-associated protein, Mlp1 (28), (30) . Additional RNA binding proteins, including the key mRNA export receptor protein, Mex67, also help to concentrate transcripts at the pore (6, 8) . Mex67 then translocates the mRNP through the pore to the cytoplasm, where the mRNP is disassembled at the cytoplasmic face of the pore (6, 8) . Nuclear mRNA export is thus a relatively well characterized process; however, the steps leading up to export and the connections between polyadenylation and export factors are less well understood. To understand how Nab2 may link mRNA processing to export in S. cerevisiae, it is critical to visualize Nab2 in the context of these highly-coupled mRNA processing and export steps. A comprehensive model for mRNA processing and export is shown in Figure 2 .
RNA binding proteins are loaded onto a nascent transcript during transcription to ensure the proper processing and maturation of the transcript (Fig. 2) . These RNA binding proteins are temporally and spatially connected to facilitate the coupling of mRNA processing steps. During RNA polymerase II transcription, the RNA binding proteins that associate with the nascent transcript include the THO transcription complex, splicing factors, 3′-end processing proteins, and export factors (6) (7) (8) 38) . Nab2 is co-transcriptionally recruited to the nascent transcript (38) , primed to associate with the message at an appropriate time together with other RNA binding proteins.
Following capping and splicing of the transcript, the polyadenylation signal (PAS), containing the AU-rich efficiency element (EE), A-rich positioning element (PE), and Urich element (UE), is recognized by the 3′-end cleavage machinery, which comprises cleavage factor IA (CFIA), a complex containing Rna14, Rna15, Clp1 and Pcf11, cleavage factor IB (CFIB), Hrp1/Nab4, and the cleavage and polyadenylation factor (CPF), a complex including the riboendonuclease, Ysh1/Brr5 (CPSF73 in mammals), the poly(A) polymerase, Pap1, and the Pap1 regulation factor, Fip1 (39) . Distantly resembling CPSF recognition of the AAUAAA polyadenylation signal and cleavage of the poly(A) site as it occurs in mammals, the single RRM-containing protein, Rna15, associates with the scaffold protein, Rna14, which binds to the other CFIA subunits, Pcf11/Clp1, and recognizes the A-rich PE (e.g. AAUAAN) to position CPF to cleave the poly(A) site (39) (40) (41) . The dual RRMcontaining protein, Hrp1/Nab4, however, binds to the AU-rich EE (e.g. UAUAUAU) and contacts Rna14 and Rna15 to influence the efficiency of the cleavage reaction (39, 42, 43) . After the cleavage reaction, poly(A) polymerase, Pap1, synthesizes a poly(A) tail of ~60-80 adenosines in a template-independent manner (9) . As Pap1 is an inefficient distributive enzyme alone, Pap1 processivity requires stimulation/regulation by factors that bind Pap1 and tether it to the RNA (9). The mammalian RRM-containing Pab, PABPN1, enhances the processivity of PAP in this manner (44) (45) (46) , and another mammalian component, nucleophosmin, influences polyadenylation (47) . In addition, the S. cerevisiae CPF component, Fip1, and its human CPSF counterpart, hFip, directly bind Pap and tether it to CPF/CPSF to stimulate/regulate Pap activity (48) (49) (50) . A current challenge is to understand how the zinc finger-containing Pab, Nab2/ZC3H14, interfaces with these polyadenylation factors to regulate poly(A) tail length.
Any errors in mRNA processing are quickly resolved to prevent export of faulty transcripts. In particular, if the transcript is improperly processed and/or contains a short poly(A) tail due to defective 3′-end processing and/or polyadenylation, the transcript is recognized, retained in the nucleus, and degraded by the nuclear exosome, a ring-like ribonuclease complex containing ten core subunits, including the ribonuclease, Dis3/Rrp44, and an additional nuclear riboexonuclease subunit, Rrp6 (3, 5, 51, 52) . As Nab2 binds specifically to polyadenosine RNA in vitro (10), Nab2 would be optimally placed to interface with the polyadenylation machinery and modulate polyadenylation. Given that the nuclear exosome and other nuclear ribonucleases trim the 3′-end of RNAs during normal RNA processing, Nab2 could modulate poly(A) tail length via interaction with a ribonuclease (3, 5, 51, 52) .
After correct mRNA processing, the mRNA transcript is targeted to the nuclear pore for mRNA export to the cytoplasm. Nab2 binds to the nuclear pore complex-associated protein, Mlp1, to facilitate targeting of the transcript to the pore (22, 28, 30) . Together with the mRNA export cofactor, Yra1, Nab2 aids in recruiting the mRNA export receptor, Mex67, to promote nuclear export of the properly processed mRNA transcript (53) . Following Mex67mediated export to the cytoplasm, Gfd1 helps tether Nab2 to the cytoplasmic face of the pore, while the DEAD box RNA helicase, Dbp5, remodels the mRNP, leading to dissociation of Nab2, Mex67, and other RNA binding proteins from the transcript (29, 31, 37, 54) .
During mRNP remodeling at the cytoplasmic side of the pore, the transcript undergoes an exchange of RNA binding proteins in which cytoplasmic proteins replace nuclear proteins. The cytoplasmic RNA binding proteins target the transcript for translation or cytoplasmic processing steps, such as mRNA decay. The cytoplasmic Pab, Pab1, associates with the poly(A) tail, but how Pab1 and Nab2 interactions are coordinated is unknown. As Pab1 shuttles between the nucleus and cytoplasm and can bind the Rna15 CFIA cleavage factor (15, 16, 55, 56) , Pab1 likely initially loads onto the transcript in the nucleus. Notably, the presence of Pab1 appears to be required for the release of transcripts from the site of transcription (55) . Once the transcript exits the nucleus, Pab1 stimulates translation in the cytoplasm (14) . Transcripts are ultimately degraded in the cytoplasm primarily through a mechanism triggered by deadenylation, which utilizes the Ccr4-Not complex deadenylases, Ccr4 and Caf1 (57) . The transcript body is then decapped by Dcp2 and degraded from the 5′-end by the 5′-3′ riboexonuclease, Xrn1, or degraded from 3′-end by the cytoplasmic exosome (4, 5, 58, 59) . In S. cerevisiae and mammals, specific transcripts can also be deadenylated and trimmed by the Pab-associated poly(A) ribonuclease (PAN) complex, Pan2 (deadenylase) and Pan3, prior to Ccr4 deadenylation (60) (61) (62) (63) .
Two simplified models for how Nab2 could control poly(A) tail length can be proposed that are not necessarily mutually exclusive (Fig. 3) . In a polyadenylation limiting model, Nab2 interacts with cleavage and polyadenylation factors or potentially alters the poly(A) RNA conformation to restrict poly(A) polymerase activity and achieve the correct poly(A) tail length. Alternatively, in the poly(A) trimming model, Nab2 triggers a ribonuclease to trim the poly(A) tail to the correct length. These models for Nab2 control of poly(A) tail length can be readily tested in S. cerevisiae and thus provide a framework in which to decipher Nab2 interactions with other RNA processing factors.
Nab2 Interactions
Nab2 regulation of poly(A) tail length suggests that Nab2 could genetically and physically interact with 3′-end processing and polyadenylation components. Indeed, NAB2 genetically interacts with genes encoding the CFIA cleavage factor, RNA15, the poly(A) polymerase, PAP1, the CPF subunit, SYC1, the cytoplasmic Pab, PAB1, the nuclear exosome subunit, RRP6, and components of the Ccr4-Not deadenylation/transcription complex (26, 36, 38, 64) ( Fig. 4 ). Nab2 also physically interacts with the Ccr4-Not complex deadenylases, Ccr4 and Caf1/Pop2, and the cleavage factor, Hrp1(65-67) (Fig. 4 ).
The Nab2 ZnF mutant, nab2-C 5-7 →A, exhibits negative genetic interactions with mutants of the critical CFIA cleavage factor, RNA15 (CstF-64 in mammals), (Fig. 2 ) and the poly(A) polymerase, PAP1 (26) . Specifically, double mutants of nab2-C 5-7 →A and rna15-2 (rna15-L214P) or pap1-1 exhibit severe slow growth (26) . As rna15-2 and pap1-1 single mutants exhibit slow growth and poly(A) RNA with shorter poly(A) tails, while the nab2-C 5-7 →A single mutant shows slow growth and poly(A) RNA with longer poly(A) tails, the enhanced slow growth in nab2-C 5-7 →A rna15-2 and nab2-C 5-7 →A pap1-1 double mutants could be explained if the nab2-C 5-7 →A protein, which shows weaker affinity for poly(A) RNA in vitro (10), binds even less efficiently to the short poly(A) tails produced by defective cleavage and polyadenylation mediated by rna15-2 and/or pap1-1 protein. Critically, the rna15-2 L214P substitution is located in an Rna15 hinge domain that interacts with the Rna14 C-terminal 'monkeytail' domain and disrupts the interaction with Rna14 and other CFIA subunits (41, 68) . Loss of Rna15 from CFIA in rna15-2 cells would therefore be predicted to reduce CFIA binding to RNA and thus impair positioning of CPF for cleavage of specific poly(A) sites (41) .
Interestingly, NAB2 not only genetically interacts with the CFIA cleavage factor, RNA15, but also physically interacts with the cleavage factor, Hrp1, which contacts CFIA subunits, Rna14 and Rna15, to improve cleavage efficiency (42, 66, 67) . In addition, NAB2 exhibits a negative genetic interaction with the gene encoding Syc1, a CPF subunit that shares sequence identity with the CPF riboendonuclease, Ysh1/Brr5, and has been proposed to negatively regulate 3′-end processing (64, 69) . Nab2 could thus potentially regulate poly(A) tail length by indirectly modulating cleavage efficiency.
Overexpression of Pab1, which is cytoplasmic at steady-state or a nuclear localized form of Pab1, Pab1 NL , can rescue nab2Δcells (36) , which would otherwise die as NAB2 is essential (21) . Notably, Pab1 partially rescues the mRNA export block in nab2Δ cells, suggesting Pab1 can interact with the mRNA export machinery; however, Pab1 does not resolve the hyperadenylation defect in nab2Δ cells (36) . In contrast, Pab1 NL enhances the hyperadenylation defect in nab2Δ cells (36) . An Arabidopsis Pab1 homologue, AtPab3, which partly rescues the mRNA export defect in nab2-ΔN cells also fails to resolve the hyperadenylation defect (70) . Together with the finding that Nab2 has the capacity to restrict poly(A) tail length in pab1Δ yeast extracts, the data suggest that Nab2 interacts with factors in the nucleus to limit poly(A) tail length that cannot interface with Pab1 (15, 16) .
A particularly exciting discovery is that deletion of the nuclear exosome gene, RRP6, rescues the lethality of nab2Δ cells, although nab2Δ rrp6Δ double mutant cells do exhibit significant slow growth (38) . As depletion of Nab2 from yeast cells results in transcripts with long poly(A) tails (36) , rescue of nab2Δ cells by removal of a key nuclear exosome 3′-5′ riboexonuclease, Rrp6, could suggest that preventing Rrp6-mediated degradation of improperly processed transcripts permits nab2Δ cells to survive. This mechanism of suppression would imply that Rrp6 normally targets transcripts with long poly(A) tails. In support of this idea, in S. pombe rrp6 mutant cells, hyperadenylated native transcripts accumulate and the level of a synthetic transcript with an encoded long poly(A) tail (110 adenosines) increases relative to wildtype cells (71) . Hyperadenylated transcripts could therefore be unstable due to degradation by Rrp6. Control of poly(A) tail length by Nab2 could thus involve modulation of Rrp6 activity, perhaps switching Rrp6 from a degradative to a trimming mode or binding to an Rrp6 regulator.
A final intriguing genetic interaction is that deletion of NOT3, CAF40, or CAF130 genes encoding components of the Ccr4-Not deadenylation complex can improve the growth of Nab2-depleted cells (64) . Notably, Nab2 also physically interacts with the Ccr4-Not complex deadenylases, Ccr4 and Caf1/Pop2, and subunit, Not5, by co-immunoprecipitation (65) . These interactions suggest that Nab2 could modulate the Ccr4-Not complex Ccr4/Caf1 deadenylases to affect poly(A) tail length in the cytoplasm. Removal of Ccr4-Not subunits from Nab2-depleted cells could conceivably improve growth by impairing Ccr4/Caf1 deadenylation and increasing the poly(A) tail length of transcripts in the cytoplasm. Alternatively, as the Ccr4-Not complex physically and genetically interacts with the nuclear exosome, impairment of the Ccr4-Not complex in Nab2-depleted cells could improve growth by disrupting exosome function in the nucleus (72, 73) .
Control of Poly(A) Tail Length By Nab2 and PABPN1
How does Nab2 actually control poly(A) tail length? As proposed, in a polyadenylation limiting model, Nab2 could interact with cleavage and polyadenylation factors or alter the poly(A) RNA conformation to restrict poly(A) polymerase activity and poly(A) tail length and/or, in a poly(A) tail trimming model, Nab2 could recruit a ribonuclease to trim the poly(A) tail ( Fig. 3 ). Recombinant Nab2 can limit the poly(A) tail length of CYC1 pre-mRNA in a coupled cleavage and polyadenylation reaction or pre-cleaved CYC1 pre-mRNA in a polyadenylation reaction in vitro containing purified CFIA and CPF from yeast and recombinant Hrp1 (36, 67) . These in vitro data strongly suggest that Nab2 restriction of poly(A) tail partly or wholly involves Nab2 interaction with cleavage and polyadenylation factors and/or Nab2 interaction with the RNA, supporting the polyadenylation limiting model (Fig. 3) . However, conceivably, Nab2 could also interact with other RNA processing components that associate and purify with the CFIA and CPF complexes from yeast to limit poly(A) tail length.
Recognition of polyadenosine RNA by the Nab2 CCCH-type zinc finger (ZnF) domain is correlated with control of poly(A) tail length (26, 36) . In particular, amino acid substitutions in Nab2 ZnF5-7, which reduce binding to polyadenosine RNA in vitro, give rise to bulk poly(A) RNA with extended poly(A) tails in vivo (26, 36) . These data strongly suggest that Nab2 ZnF5-7 binding to the poly(A) tail facilitates control of poly(A) tail length. As mentioned, Nab2 binding to polyadenosine RNA could regulate poly(A) tail length by interacting with polyadenylation and/or ribonuclease proteins. Alternatively, the novel polyadenosine binding ZnF domain of Nab2 could alter the conformation of the RNA to impact polyadenylation and poly(A) tail length. In support of this idea, recombinant Nab2 ZnF1-7 alone, but not the Nab2-N+Q-rich domains alone, can limit the poly(A) tail length of a CYC1 pre-mRNA using purified CFIA, CPF, and Hrp1 in vitro (74) . In addition, recombinant nab2 ZnF6-7 mutant, nab2-21, which lacks part of ZnF6 and all of ZnF7, and a nab2Δ ZnF1-7 mutant, both fail to reduce the poly(A) tail length of this transcript in vitro (74) . With the caveat that these recombinant Nab2 domain mutants could be misfolded, these results suggest that the Nab2 ZnF domain, especially ZnF6-7, helps restrict poly(A) tail length. Notably, a recombinant nab2 RGG-ZnK1-7 mutant, lacking the Nab2-N and Qrich domains, does not efficiently limit the poly(A) tail length of a transcript in vitro (74) .
This observation could suggest that the N-terminal domain of Nab2 also plays a role in control of poly(A) tail length, which correlates with the fact that nab2-ΔN mutant cells exhibit long poly(A) tails (26) .
Recombinant Nab2 restricts the poly(A) tail length of pre-cleaved CYC1 pre-mRNA in pab1Δ yeast extract (36) . Transcripts become hyperadenylated and exhibit long poly(A) tails in pab1Δ cell extract because Pab1 normally limits poly(A) tail length, but addition of recombinant Nab2 to this pab1Δ extract rapidly and efficiently limits the length of a transcript poly(A) tail (15, 16, 36) . In yeast cells and pab1Δ extract, in addition to cleavage and polyadenylation factors, Nab2 could also interact with RNA processing factors, such as ribonucleases, after poly(A) tail synthesis to restrict poly(A) tail length, consistent with the poly(A) trimming model (Fig. 3) . Over time, the poly(A) tail of precleaved CYC1 pre-mRNA is not appreciably trimmed in the presence of recombinant Nab2 (36) . This result could be construed to suggest that Nab2 does not promote trimming of the poly(A) tail and therefore does not recruit a ribonuclease. However, Nab2 could still recruit and finely regulate a ribonuclease to distributively trim the poly(A) tail without allowing this ribonuclease to processively shorten the poly(A) tail. In support of Nab2 poly(A) tail trimming, NAB2 genetically interacts with genes encoding the nuclear exosome riboexonuclease, RRP6, and physically interacts with the Ccr4-Not complex deadenylases, Ccr4 and Caf1 (38, 65) .
How could Nab2 restrict the poly(A) tail length to an average length of 60-80 adenosines in S. cerevisiae? Nab2 could play a role similar to the mammalian nuclear Pab, PABPN1, or the 3′-end processing factor, nucleophosmin (NPM1), which do not have orthologues in S. cerevisiae. In mammalian cells, in conjunction with CPSF, PABPN1 directly binds to the distributive poly(A) polymerase (PAP), increasing the affinity of the polymerase for RNA and stimulating PAP to processively add approximately 250 adenosines without dissociating (44) (45) (46) . After reaching a poly(A) tail length of ~250 adenosines, synthesis terminates and the polyadenylation complex becomes distributive and incompetent for processive elongation (18, 75) . The mechanism for this termination of processive polyadenylation is currently unknown, but must involve disruption of CPSF and/or PABPN1 interaction with PAP (18, 75) . Notably, in mammalian cells, nucleophosmin is deposited only on mRNA transcripts that have completed polyadenylation, interacts with polyadenylation factors (e.g. PABPN1, CPSF, and PAP), and causes hyperadenylation of transcripts upon depletion, suggesting that nucleophosmin plays a critical role in the termination of polyadenylation (47) .
As CPSF, PABPN1, and PAP processively elongate short poly(A) tails to ~250 adenosines, but only slowly elongate long poly(A) tails in vitro, without showing sensitivity to changes in elongation rate, the CPSF/PABPN1 mechanism of poly(A) tail length control seems to truly measure the length of the poly(A) tail (75) . In the current model, the CPSF/PABPN1/ PAP complex may count the number of PABPN1 molecules on the tail to measure its length (18, 75) . Notably, PABPN1 forms a spherical particle in complex with poly(A) RNA of 200-300 nucleotides, suggesting a specific PABPN1 structure could signal the poly(A) tail length (76) . As recombinant Nab2 protects a poly(A) RNA length of 23-25 nucleotides from micrococcal nuclease digestion, a single Nab2 molecule may bind approximately 20 adenosines (74) . Three or four Nab2 molecules could therefore bind to the average poly(A) tail of 60-80 adenosines and serve as a molecular ruler of poly(A) tail length (74) . By analogy to PABPN1, Nab2 molecules could form a specific structure in complex with poly(A) RNA to signal the poly(A) tail length to the polyadenylation machinery. As recombinant Nab2 can inhibit adenylation of a polyadenylated transcript by Pap1 and inhibit Pap1 activity in vitro, Nab2 could conceivably limit poly(A) tail length by impairing access of Pap1 to the 3′-end of the mature poly(A) tail (74) . A major challenge will be integrating the function of the human Nab2 counterpart, ZC3H14, into the already complicated mammalian poly(A) tail length control machinery.
Nab2/ZC3H14 and Disease
Mammalian nuclear poly(A) RNA binding proteins (Pabs), such as the Nab2 counterpart, ZC3H14, and PABPN1, are ubiquitously expressed in mammalian tissues (11, 77) and likely regulate the expression of numerous mRNA transcripts. Intriguingly, mutations in genes encoding ubiquitous RNA binding proteins that recognize a broad range of target mRNAs lead to a variety of tissue-specific diseases, including muscular dystrophy, neurological disorders, and cancer (78, 79) . At present, there are two diseases known to be caused by mutations in Pab genes. Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD), an adult onset disease characterized by eyelid drooping, difficulty in swallowing, and weakness in proximal limb muscles, is caused by mutations in the PABPN1 gene (13) . In contrast to the muscle disease caused by mutations in the PABPN1 gene, mutations in the ZC3H14 gene, which encodes the human Nab2 counterpart, causes a form of non-syndromic autosomal recessive intellectual disability (ARID) (12) . We speculate on how the ubiquitously expressed ZC3H14 leads to a neurological disorder like intellectual disability Intellectual disability is characterized by a limitation in learning function or adaptive behavior (80). A large scale study identified ZC3H14 as the sole gene responsible for a nonsyndromic form of ARID (12) . Many forms of intellectual disability are syndromic, meaning that intellectual disability is accompanied by additional symptoms. The fact that the intellectual disability caused by ZC3H14 mutation is non-syndromic strongly suggests that ZC3H14 performs a critical function specifically in neurons. The best characterized mutation in ZC3H14 produces a premature stop codon, which eliminates the expression of nuclear ZC3H14 protein (12) . Consistent with a role for ZC3H14 in neurons, ZC3H14 mRNA transcripts are readily detected in human hippocampal and temporal lobe brain samples and ZC3H14 protein is expressed in murine hippocampal neurons where it colocalizes with poly(A) RNA in neuronal cell bodies (12) . Studies of the Drosophila orthologue of ZC3H14, dNab2, in Drosophila melanogaster show that dNab2 is important for proper poly(A) tail length of bulk poly(A) RNA and indicate that dNab2 is required for normal neuronal function in flies (12) . The analysis of dNab2 in flies supports a role for dNab2/ZC3H14 in poly(A) tail length control and neuronal function.
Mammalian RNA binding proteins bind specifically to the same target transcript in different tissues, but this transcript specificity of RNA binding proteins can be modulated by interactions with other proteins of the ribonucleoprotein complex in each tissue. Although most poly(A) binding proteins bind specifically to polyadenosine RNA, suggesting that they can interact with all polyadenylated transcripts, Pabs often exhibit transcript specificity. Transcript specificity can be conferred to Pabs by post-translationally modifying the Pab, recruiting additional protein factors to the Pab, or altering the cell-type specific expression or subcellular localization of the Pab. The C-terminal domain of yeast Nab2 possesses seven tandem zinc fingers, but only zinc fingers 5-7 are required for high affinity binding to polyadenosine RNA (26) . As zinc finger domains can bind nucleic acid, proteins, or even lipids (81), Nab2 zinc fingers 1-4 could potentially bind to another region of the mRNA transcript or interact with other RNA binding proteins that show specificity for specific mRNA transcripts. Alternatively, the Nab2 RGG domain (82) , which is also a putative RNA binding domain, could facilitate binding to specific transcripts. The range of RNA binding proteins and the modularity of RNA binding elements in transcripts permits mRNA biogenesis to be fine-tuned in a tissue specific manner.
Processing and localization of transcripts in neurons is highly regulated. Neuronal transcripts undergo a large amount of alternative splicing and polyadenylation and the transcripts are also actively transported through neurites to the termini of neurons (83) . Given such post-transcriptional regulation of neuronal transcripts, any change in the expression level of RNA binding proteins could significantly alter neuronal function. For example, in response to external cues, the level of an RNA binding protein could be modulated to generate an alternatively spliced transcript that encodes a protein isoform critical for synaptic navigation (84) . Expression of ZC3H14 protein could be critical for proper neuronal function, such that loss of ZC3H14 could lead to impaired axon or synaptic function and thus disruption in the normal neuronal circuitry required for learning and memory. Notably, depletion of ZC3H14 could also alter the stoichiometry or complement of RNA binding proteins on the transcripts normally bound by ZC3H14. Given the genetic links between Nab2 and the polyadenylation and deadenylation machinery in S. cerevisiae, ZC3H14 could make similar interactions with polyadenylation factors and deadenylases in mammalian cells. In support of this idea, select subunits of human CCR4-NOT are expressed solely in neuronal tissue and are temporally regulated during neuronal development (85) . Furthermore, there are a few examples of human cleavage and polyadenylation factors that are regulated in a tissue specific manner (86) . In particular, mRNA transcripts of a splice variant of CstF-64 (S. cerevisiae Rna15) are enriched in neuronal tissue (87) . These results suggest that ZC3H14 could control poly(A) tail length in neuronal tissue by interacting with polyadenylation and deadenylation components. If the poly(A) tails of transcripts are indeed longer in the neurons of people with mutations in ZC3H14, as observed in nab2 mutant yeast cells and dNab2 mutant fly tissue, ZC3H14 and the regulation of poly(A) tail length could play significant roles in shaping neuronal function and development.
Concluding Remarks
The growing array of proteins implicated in control of poly(A) tail length suggests that the regulation of poly(A) tail length plays a critical role in fine-tuning gene expression. Proper poly(A) tail length depends upon the right balance of polyadenosine synthesis by poly(A) polymerase and polyadenosine trimming by ribonucleases. RNA binding proteins, in particular the poly(A) RNA binding proteins, facilitate control of poly(A) tail length by modulating Pap or ribonuclease activity. As Nab2 makes numerous contacts with cleavage and polyadenylation factors, deadenylases, and ribonucleases, and causes transcript hyperadenylation upon depletion, Nab2 may likely sit at the epicenter of poly(A) tail regulation.
An important challenge in the future will be to determine if Nab2 directly modulates the poly(A) tail by inhibiting poly(A) polymerase, stimulating ribonucleases, or both. Genetic experiments indicate that Nab2 interacts with the 3′-end processing machinery, but physical interactions with these 3′-end processing factors must be tested to determine which cleavage and polyadenylation components directly contact Nab2. Upon identifying these physical interactors, biochemical and structural analysis of Nab2 interactions with polyadenylation factors could help to determine how and where Nab2 interfaces with the polyadenylation machinery. Unbiased identification of all the proteins that physically interact with Nab2 by co-precipitation and mass spectroscopy is also required. Knowledge of these Nab2 physical interactors would shed light on how Nab2 influences the poly(A) tail length of transcripts. At present, co-precipitation of 3′-end processing components from mammalian cell lysates and identification of the protein interactors by mass spectrometry has not identified ZC3H14. However, Pabs such as ZC3H14 may only interact transiently with the 3′-end processing machinery, making it difficult to identify the ZC3H14 interactors without further optimization of binding conditions. Future biochemical experiments using recombinant Nab2 in yeast lysates from polyadenylation factor mutant strains or in vitro reconstituted assays with purified polyadenylation components would provide insight into the role of Nab2 in limiting or trimming poly(A) tails. Importantly, analysis of the function of Nab2 in polyadenylation control must be performed in the presence of additional RNA binding proteins in order to decipher the complete mechanism of poly(A) tail control and the dynamic interplay between different RNA binding proteins.
To gain a more comprehensive view of the regulation of 3′-end processing of an mRNA transcript, the consequences of altered poly(A) tail length will need to be addressed. Steps in mRNA processing upstream of cleavage and polyadenylation, such as transcription or splicing, and events downstream, such as nuclear export, could have a dramatic impact on the quality of the 3′-end of an mRNA transcript. Changes in the poly(A) tail length of the transcript could act as a signal to the RNA quality control machinery, in which Nab2 assists in the recognition of a faulty transcript and communicates this information to nuclear pore components to block the export of the transcript or trigger ribonucleases to degrade the transcript.
Significant strides in our understanding of 3′-end processing in metazoans have been achieved, but the mechanisms that regulate poly(A) tail length in vivo still remain poorly characterized. Unraveling the composition of mRNP complexes by analyzing the protein levels of 3′-end processing factors in specific tissues will be important. To elucidate the mechanisms underlying human disease caused by mutations in genes encoding RNA binding proteins, a major goal is to identify the target mRNA transcripts of these RNA binding proteins in specific tissues. What are the target mRNA transcripts of ZC3H14 in neurons? If there is a broad range of target mRNA transcripts, does another RNA binding protein modulate the interaction of ZC3H14 with these mRNA transcripts? If there are specific target mRNA transcripts, does ZC3H14 directly modulate the length of the poly(A) tails on these transcripts? By deciphering the nuts and bolts of poly(A) tail length control, we will gain novel insights into how RNA binding proteins like the ubiquitously expressed ZC3H14 give rise to neuronal-specific defects that underlie intellectual disability.
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Transcript poly(A) tails of correct length are critical for proper gene expression
Nab2 is an essential nuclear polyadenosine binding protein in S. cerevisiae Nab2 is important for control of poly(A) tail length of RNA transcripts
The Drosophila Nab2 homologue, dNab2, is critical for neuronal function in flies Mutations in the gene encoding human Nab2, ZC3H14, causes intellectual disability In a polyadenylation limiting model, Nab2 interacts with cleavage and polyadenylation factors (cleavage factor I (CFI); cleavage and polyadenylation factor (CPF)) or potentially alters the poly(A) RNA conformation to restrict poly(A) polymerase activity and limit poly(A) tail length. In the poly(A) tail trimming model, Nab2 recruits and modulates/ stimulates a ribonuclease to trim the poly(A) tail to the correct length. Although, Nab2 is depicted with the cleavage and polyadenylation machinery during recruitment of a ribonuclease, Nab2 could also recruit a ribonuclease after polyadenylation at a later stage in mRNA biogenesis. These models are not necessarily mutually exclusive.
Fig. 4. Physical and genetic interactions of Nab2 with 3′-end processing and polyadenylation factors
Nab2 genetically interacts with cytoplasmic poly(A) binding protein, Pab1, poly(A) polymerase, Pap1, CFIA cleavage factor, Rna15, CPF subunit, Syc1, and nuclear exosome 3′-5′ riboexonuclease, Rrp6, and Ccr4-Not complex components, Not3, Caf40, and Caf130 (26, 36, 38, 64) . Nab2 physically interacts with the CFIB cleavage factor, Hrp1, and Ccr4-Not complex deadenylases, Ccr4 and Caf1, and component, Not5 (65) (66) (67) .
